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’69 CR 180’
screens today

Spartan Dalb

Trial - "69 CR 180" The
film on the Chicano Conspiracy Trial "69 CR
180" will be aired Thursday, at 8 p.m., in the
J.C. 141

Serving the San Jose State College Community Since 1934
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iCamping: something
:to fit your life style
By LISA McKANEY
and LARRY MAUTER
First of Three Parts
Camping conjures images of freeloaders, fanatics and familistic enterprises, each with their own style of
living in the outdoors.
Most campers, however, can be
wrongly stereotyped into one of two
categories:
First, there is the "Grand Rapids
or Bust" group which consists of a
family of at least four striking out for
the wilderness in the $10,000 mobile
home -away- from -home.
This type of adventurer finds it thrilling to be able to hike four miles to
the nearest laundromat, and even the
ordeal of lighting a $40 triple -burner,
deluxe model stove becomes an outdoor challange.
The second type of adventurer comes
equiped with a bag of Granola, a bottle
of wine, and the clothes on his back for
a week, or two, or three, or four,
of mutual affection for nature and goodwill of man.
This hearty camper bravely nibbles
wild mushrooms and berries to sustain
the gnawing in his belly as he wanders through hills and forests with little
care of where he’s going, substantiated
only by his genuine concern for the preservation of what’s left of the beauty
of the world.
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There is not a very large selection of hiking boots. Prices of boots vary. Those
with the new Vibram soles range from $17 to $38.
Vibram-soled shoes are exceptionally long -wearing and provide better traction on
slippery surfaces.
The selection of proper shoes is very important. They should be well broken in
before the trip.
Soften the leather by light waxing and take some hikes near home.
This will help get your feet in shape and minimize the chance of blisters.
Boots made for women often have knee-high tops, pointed toes, and too much heel.
Buy boys’ boots if your feet are wide enough. Saddle shoes, canvas -top shoes or leather top basketball shoes are better than all leather if your feet are too narrow to fit into boys’
boots.
For the simple reason that a camper spends a fair amount of time "in the sack,"
the backpacker’s sleeping bag is of primeimportance.
Three factors, the strength of your back, your pocketbook, and the degree of warmth
you desire at night, should determine your choice of sleeping gear.
There are a wide variety of styles of bags offered. Prices also vary, depending upon
material used and the construction of the bag.
Remember, you should consider your needs when purchasing sleeping equipment
If you plan to hike in the Sierras during the cooler months, a down bag with "baffle seam" construction is a necessity. "Baffle -seam" means there is no place where the
seams go directly through the upper and lower material without down in-between
However, for camping along the coast in the summer, a dacron or ’cotton bag can supply
all the warmth you should need.
Coleman makes a "V -tube" white, goose down bag weighing two pounds for $99.98
A Pioneer "Y -tube", box -foot, white goose down bag sells for $89.98.
These bags are highly recommended for those who are used to sleeping in comfort
and luxury atop any ragged precipice.
For those of you who have a sturdy spine and are cold-blooded, Coleman also makes
a three pound, "Dacron 88," washable bag for $22.98 at Mel Cotton’s. Find a nice grassy
spot, and this bag will feel just as comfortable as a more expensive kind.
Skyline is a smaller sporting goods store than Mel Cotton’s. There is a small selection of backpacking equipment. Camptrail frames sell for $16.50 as compared to Mel
Cotton’s $23 frames.
TOMORROW: Food on the trail
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funded by Chicano students.
"We want to know where our community
is at," said Antu. "With your support," he
told council, "we feel you can take a stand
on the issue as other people before you have
taken stands, and we can move ahead."
Defending the Daily’s position, Editor Bob
Pellerin listed numerous articles printed in
the Daily’s first 13 editions of the semester
dealing with Chicano news.
"We think we cover Chicano news substantially. We plan to continue it," vowed
Pellerin.
Contending the paper would become a
"public relations bulletin" if it allotted fixed
space to special groups, Pellerin termed the
Chicano demands "a purely political move."
The controversy over Chicano news
coverage erupted last week when the Daily
refused to publish Pedro Michel’s regular
Mano a Mano column because it contained too
much Spanish to be understood by a majority
of readers.
The Daily editorial board voted last Wednesday to run the column. But it rejected the
demand for a quarter page, reasoning that to
let various campus groups control parts of the

Daily would defeat the paper’s goal of serving
the whole college community.
Casting approval of the resolution were
Councilmen Matt Cusimano, Steve Wong,
David Piper, Rich Overstreet, Rudy Leonard!,
Debbie Wigely, and Linda Stewart.
Andy McDonald, Bob Francis, Bill Jeske
and Bob Hansen abstained.
In another major move, council voted
6-2-3 to publicly censure Attorney General
Steve Burch.
A formal investigation headed by Councilwoman Wigely found that Burch has;
violated the intent of his office by
becoming personally involved in political
issues,
made public his personal biases on
several issues, particularly on the recent
A.S. initiative regarding funding of instructionally related programs,
has
withheld from council members
A.S. Judiciary records required to be made
available to them on request.
Singling out the charges of political bias
and involvement in issues, Burch alleged that
none of the findings against him could be
documented.
(See tomorrow’s Daily for more details).

IRA wage ’class struggle’

When school drags...

Boots made for walkin

By RICK MALASPINA
A.S. Council yesterday endorsed demands
by the Committee on Mexican -American Affairs (CMAA) for fixed space in the Spartan
Daily and for a special "Chicano Page
Editor."
After listening to spokesmen from both the
Chicano group and Spartan Daily, council
voted 7-0-4 to pass a resolution asking:
That from this day forward the Spartan
Daily allot a quarter page of its daily edition
to be used by Chicano students as they see fit
The creation and continuance of a
position, the "Chicano Page Editor," with
full rights and privileges of an editor on the
Spartan Daily staff
Support and endorsement of the CMAA
and all Chicano and third world students in
their efforts to gain their rights and
privileges.
The resolution now must go to the A.S.
Communications Board and SJS President
John H. Bunzel, who is theoretically publisher
of the Daily, for consideration and approval.
About 30 Chicano students attended the
meeting where spokesman Juan Antu charged
the Daily has not fairly represented the
Chicano community, though it is partially

All want ’piece of cake’

Although we may be exaggerating a bit on the camping habits of these two types, campers fall generally into the first category of over -preparing themselves or in the second
category of not preparing well enough.
Such extremes are rare, but most campers will agree that they’ve either brought too
much or not enough at one time or another.

About this time the average student finds school a real drag, and his mind wanders
off to less studious thoughts of hiking, backpacking, waterskiing or just plain loafing in
the great outdoors --temporarily free of pollution, freeway driving hassles and daily headaches.
Once his mind is made up to take off for the summer into the hills or forests, the
student must go about finding the necessary equipment he needs as well as a fair idea
of where he’s going and what he will be doing.
Camping techniques and tips on nutrition will be discussed in tomorrow’s Spartan
Daily. Where to go in San Mateo, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, Monterey and San Benito
counties will be discussed in the third part.
Right now, we’ll start off by suggesting whereto go to buy camping equipment and what
to expect from purchases.
"A basic fact of life that especially impresses itself upon the hiker is that you pay
in one way or another for everything you get," advises the Sierra Club Wilderness Handbook. In other words, the more you take with you, the more you suffer for carrying everything.
For example, if the backpacker takes along an air mattress in order to be more comfortable at night, it makes him uncomfortable all day long as it pulls at his shoulders.
The camper can buy every luxury or convenience item a sporting goods shop stocks,
as long as he can handle the load while hiking.
Don’t be fooled by the looks of a "Mt. Hood" backpack by Seaway if a Spanish Army
pack for $2.98 will do. Of course, for some hikers, an army pack isn’t enough and an
expensive backpack is necessary.
These things should be kept in mind if a camper chooses to go to a sporting goods
store over a surplus store. Each offers reasonable possibilities as far as the quality
of camping equipment is concerned.
Mel Cotton’s and Skyline are the two sporting goods stores in central San Jose that
we’ve explored as well as two surplus stores - Bargain City Surplus and Marsal’s House
of Surplus.
Mel Cotton’s contains everything from fishhooks to $189 per week motor home rentals.
Backpacking equipment is expensive because the customer is buying a brand name as
well as quality.
Camptrail bags sell for $33.75 to $60. The frames sell for about $20. Most Camp trail bags are guaranteed 12 months against rips and tears after normal use.
The number of compartments, the metal used and the softness of shoulder pads determine the prices.
Trailwise makes a bag, frame and stuff bag for $53. This includes one large compartment and a yolk frame.
A Wolverine bag, called a Junior Combo, sells for $21.98 for the bag and frame.
This backpack would be excellent for short trips and for females who won’t carry a
heavy load.
Himalayan bags have temporarily reduced prices. According to one salesman, because
of a change of ownership, Himalayan bags are now made of lesser quality at a reduced
price.
Bags originally selling for $64.98 are now on sale for $59.98. A frequent hiker should
keep this in mind, considering that the 1972 price for Himalayan backpacks are now $82.

Council endorses Chicano demands;
Censures Burch for duty violation
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By DAN RUSSO
"It’s all one rotten system of who gets a piece of the cake -the cake being Ireland," said Gerry O’Keefe, Irish Republican Army
(IRA) spokesman, to a noontime crowd of about 175 on Seventh Street
yesterday.
O’Keefe, 29, a member of the "official" IRA, said the rebellion
in Ireland is a "class struggle" waged to put the economic control of
Ireland into the hands of the Irish people.
"We want socialism for the Irish people and our right to rule,"
said O’Keefe.
A member of the IRA since he was 16, O’Keefe said 86 per cent
of the industry in Ireland is controlled by foreign interests. Of this
86 per cent, he said 40 per cent is British owned and 20 per cent
is American owned.
Foreign interests, according to O’Keefe, are allowed to come into
Ireland and exploit the Irish human and mineral resources without
doing anything for the Irish people except create jobs and pay substandard wages.
As examples of this, O’Keefe said that Canada has tax-free rights
to Irish copper, zinc and lead mines for the next 20 years. He said
the French have fishing rights in Irish territorial waters and the
Germans run tax-free resorts on Irish beaches.
O’Keefe said the U.S. government encourages American business
to build industry in Ireland because of the opportunity for large profits
without paying tax to the Irish government.
"The ruling class of the U.S. and Britain are working together
against the Irish," stated O’Keefe.
"Fifty per cent of the solution to Ireland is in the U.S.," claimed
He said his speaking tour was to inform the American
O’Keefe.
people of what is taking place in Ireland because Americans can
"really turn off the English."
According to O’Keefe, the Irish people want fair ownership of
land, fair labor laws and wages and voting rights. He said this would
involve, in part, nationalizing foreign industries in Ireland and forcing
others to pay fair wages to the Irish people or leave.
O’Keefe emphasized that the struggle in Ireland is not a religious
conflict. "It is not the Irish people fighting over God, it is the Irish
people fighting for their own freedom," he said.
"We (the IRA) are just an army of the people. Religion is none
of our business," explained O’Keefe.

O’Keefe said that many of the bombings in Ireland that are reported
in the American press are not done by the IRA. "The only terrorists
in Ireland are the British troops." he said.

Irishman O’Keefe speaks to crowd about struggle
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Ten tentatively seated for Angela jury
MELVIN JOHNSON
and BARBARA EVANS
The questioning of the only Black on the
Angela Davis jury caused some heated arguments between the prosecution and defense,
as 10 prospective jurors were seated yesterday.
The heated words between prosecutor
Albert Harris and defense attorney Leo
Branton came during the questioning of Mrs.
Janie He m pbil 1, a middle-aged mother of
three.
In response to questions by Harris, Mrs.
Hemphill calmly confirmed that her husband pleaded guilty to a charge of operating a gambling table at their now defunct
San Jose nightclub, the Club Mandingo.
She also informed the court she and her
husband had, gone bankrupt and had closed
the club, voluntarily giving up their liquor
license.
Harris contended the Alcoholic Beverage
Commission had initiated a law suit against
the Hempbills to revoke the license.
After explaining that the prosecution could
challenge Mrs. Hemphill for "implied bias"
on the basis of her involvement in a laws
suit against the state, Harris asked if she
could be fair to the state of California.
"Right now, it has nothing to do with our
lives," Mrs. Hemphill, whose husband is now
a sheet rock hanger, said. "For so many
years I have had to blot out so many things

and I have done it for so long, that I probably
could blot this out too."
Harris’ line of questioning brought an
angry accusation of "white racism" from
defense attorney Leo Branton.
"This is a sign of the very white racism
we’ve been dealing with here in this court,"
Branton said just before the prosecution declined to challenge Mrs. Hemphill.
Branton pointed out that earlier in jury
selection, a white woman juror with crimianl charges pending against her was "quietly
excused at a hearing in the judges’ chambers."
Harris countered that the woman raised
the issue herself and was excused for another
reason.
"I resent the charge that this manifests
any kind of racism on my part," he said.
"I resent it very much as a person and I
resent it as a lawyer."
Those also remaining on the panel include
Mrs. Ruth Ruth, and insurance secretary;
Mrs. Alice Evarts, an accounting clerk for
Sears; James Messer, an air controller;
Howard P. Atkinson, a building contractor;
William E. Hotaling, an IBM executive, and
Mrs. Mary Titcomb, a housewife.
Also still on the jury are Mrs. Anne Wade,
a housewife; Mrs. Mary Borrelli, a housewife; and Miss Winoma Walker, a retired
librarian.
Tomorrow Mrs. Stephanie Ryon and Mrs.
Mary Charlton will undergo their final ques-

tioning.
As soon as all twelve jurors have been
questioned, both the defense and prosecution
can issue their 10 pre-emptory challenges.
New jurors’ names will be drawn, and each
replacement will have to go through the
same process of questioning.
Perhaps the biggest surprise of the day
came during the questioning of Mrs. Wade.
"What is my racial extraction," light skinned and dark haired Leo Branton asked.
Upon hearing Mrs. Wade’s answer of white,
Branton replied, "Well I am Black. We
come in all shades and colors and hair
styles.
Asked if she was a racist under heavy
defense questioning, Mrs. Wade said, "I
don’t believe I am, but I don’t know."
Also hard-pressed by attorneys was Miss
Walker, who has a nephew in law enforcement in Washington.
Under questioning by the defense on the
meaning of rhetoric and the word "pig,"
she said, "I wonder why they choose pig?
Pigs are rather clean animals. I thought
they were trying to get over something
dirty."
During the day, Miss Davis issued a
statement greeting women all over the world
on International Women’s Day.
Approximately 10 students from an US
tutorials class attended the morning session
of the trial. The seminar viewed the trial
as part of its class on minorities.
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Gay unity necessary
In the course of revolutionizing
the structure of contemporary
American society, most minority
groups have found it ads isable to
first unify. those identifiable as
"brothers."
Sufficiently motivated, such a
collective force is often able to
achieve gains previously considered out of reach.
On many college campuses across this nation the Gay Liberation Front (GU) has generated
considerable progressive action
following essentially this same
blueprint.
Thus there is reason to believe that an SJS-based chapter of
the GU. once formulated and
coordinated, could likewise realize
a great measure of success.
The precedent is well established, for the G1.1-’ is thriving on
over 150 college campuses nationwide. But at s.IS, the situation is
not nearly so encouraging.
Thwarted by the college administration 1550 years previous,
campus Gay Liberation organizers
at last have reason to believe that
their petition for recognition will
meet with its overdue acceptance- without a courtroom squabble.
Regrettably, this may only be a
beginning rather than an end to the
group’s difficulties.
As the value of unity goes
virtually unchallenged, one is
stricken with the fragmentary state
of existing. albeit unofficial, gay
student factions.
A lingering charge of "male
chauvinism" has long held campus
Gay Liberation forces divided into
two uncommunicative camps formulated along sexual lines, a

method of classification abhorrent
within a group vigorously opposed
to "sexism."
This schism leaves the SJS
Gay Liberation movement with a
single functioning, recognizable
organization, the Radacalesbians,
hardly sufficient to meet the needs
of as many as 2,500-4,500gay students attending this campus.
The situation has deteriorated
to the extent that, as former SJS
gay activist Jim Clark observed
ruefully, the campus no longer has
a formal GIF chapter to be recognized.
Thus, unless the male and femembers of SJS’ gay
male
community are able to reconcile
long,
the
differences,
their
cumbersome travail endured for
campus recognition will be for
naught, and recognition itself become a moot point.
That quality enabling one to
reveal himself at the risk of embarrassment and public humiliation is not one which is present
within a major segment of society.
The many nameless gay students on campus seeking a lasting
escape from their walled -in environment need the encouragement
and assistance of their peers.
This fact alone makes it imperative that all of SJS’ gay society
unite to promote a necessary group
and self awareness.
The effectiveness of many
campus organizations has been
tragically eroded by internal
bickering and apathy.
Hopefully the campus gay community will seize the opportunity
at hand to fulfill a desperately
needed function so long overlooked.

County
Shasta
item:
News
sheriff’s deputies say two Boy Scouts
have admitted stealing $215 from a
little old lady during a Scout meeting
in a Redding church.
The officers said the boys told
them they took the money Tuesday -the last day of National Boy Scout
Month.
I read it once. I read it again.
And yet, as my roommate read
it to me, I stilt couldn’t believe it.
The Boy Scouts, that last holdout for truth, justice, honestly and
the American way (not to mention
Mom and the girl you left behind),
had gone crooked.
I remember back when I was a
kid how jealous I’d been of Boy

Scouts. After all, they were going
swimming and hiking and fishing
and doing all kinds of other good
stuff while I had to go to summer
school and mow lawns to make up
for my non -allowance.
Somehow, I managed to overlook
the community service projects and
other charitable activities the Scouts
were always involved in. After all,
what’s the big deal about a paper
drive once in a while?
And now I had them. The Boy
Scouts’ front had finally been broken.
They were exposed for what the really
are: a bunch of goof-offs who help
a little old lady across the street
when you are looking and rip-off her
purse when your back is turned.
Great.
Now when I see a Boy

Scout I can be sure he had just
finished burglarizing a rest home
for the elderly or is on his way to
the nearest church to rob the poor
box. Or maybe worse.
After all, it’s been proven that
Boy Scouts are nothing more than
a bunch of common thieves.
RIGHT?
Wrong. The Boy Scouts didn’t rob
that lady two individuals did. The
Boy Scouts didn’t change their standards of conduct --two members did.
And most important of all, just
because two Boy Scouts broke the
law, it does not follow that all Boy
Scouts are criminals.
And yet, I think we are all guilty
at one time or another of not bothering to get to know an individual
before we conveniently tag him with
a label or place him in a category.
When you see a group of fraternity guys, does your mind cross
reference them into the beer -drinking, joke -playing, mindless stud file?
When you see a long -hair in
grubby jeans, do you class him as
a dope -smoking "hippie freak?"
When you see a minority student
driving a nice car do you naturally
assume he is an EOP freeloader?
(a category that doesn’t even exist)
When you see a young person
carrying a Bible do you chuck him
in the "Jesus freak" slot?
To you, are ALL National Guardsmen student killers and ALL policemen pigs?
And did you ever stop to think
what you’re doing to a whole religion when you comment "I’m gonna
try and Jew that guy down on the price
of his car."
In a world where the individual is
becoming a thing of the past, and
where we are all just holes in an
IBM card, can we really afford to
indiscriminately brand an individual,
even before we get to know him?
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Letters to the editor
N1

ith solicitors

Editor:
My thanks to the Spartan Daily for
confirming my suspicions about a
solicitor who claimed he needed
money for a "job training program
for minorities in Oakland." When I
asked him of the existing Job Corps,
a job training program for minorities,
he had no knowledge of it. Further
questioning produced more answers
which aroused my suspicions concerning his validity as a real representative for the job program.
I consider myself an average
student at SJS, but perhaps the difference between me and the masses
is that I stop and listen to anyone who
talks to me, whether he confronts me
with "Do you hate black?" or some
other line like "Can you spare me
your friendship for a few minutes?"
I’m tired of being conned and my

tolerance for such fraudulent hoaxes
and persistent peddlers wears thin.
My patience lacks the fortitude to
even withstand honest salesmen now!
Someday I may reach a point
where the word "no" will be used
before an interested person can open
his mouth to spare a few minutes.
The student’s easiest defense is to
The
say "no" and walk away.
really needy and worthwhile projects/programs will go unfinished
at the expense of the experiences had
with con artists.
I only hope I don’t bypass the
Humanity Creed given by recent
con artists saying, "...any good that
I can do or any kindness that I can
show to any human being let me
do it now."
Terry Abreu
D36640

Bi-culturalism an asset
Editor:
I am writing you regarding your
reluctance to recognize and appreciate the diversity of expression belonging to a bi-cultural segment of the
SJS student body. 1 am referring to
the Chicano column "Mano a Mano,"
which contains an abundance of
Spanish words.
In your "Reflections - College
education is not a right" column, you
consider it ironic that the Russian
B.A. and the German M.A. have been
eliminated due to low enrollment.
Considering your great appreciation
of the language arts, why should
Spanish, a language used in daily
communication by Chicano students,
present such a threat to the Spartan
Daily staff? Is there a law confining
written Spanish only to language
classes?
Not counting Chicano students,
there are others who may choose to
be "reached" by this news column.
They include Spanish majors, minors,
grads, History and Geography majors
choosing this language to satisfy
departmental requirements (to name
a few majors with language requirements) and students from Latin
America.
Since the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe

Gay Libanswer to restroom gazers?

ads ertising manager

The press is the best instrument for

Fed up

by Duo Russo

Bob Pellerin

Si)airialit
improving him

People only ’holes in an IBM card’

Hidalgo, which supposedly recognized
the right of Spanish to exist as a
native language, La Raza has had to
constantly confront the hard- core opposition to its many cultural traits.
That the Spanish language is still
well and alive, and still living in
its native land, is an indication of
the deep spiritual and social meaning
attached to it.
In the future, I believe that college
and university campuses may learn to
tolerate news columns written in
other languages which many bi-cultural Americans speak. But [believe
that this will take place only when
a self-enhanced Anglo-Saxon student
body is able to appreicate bi-culturalism as an asset rather than as
a threat.
In the meantime, you might want
to reflect on your opening statements
in the February issue of the Spartan
Daily - "Reflections - College education is not a right" - "This era
of exuberant liberalism on college and
university campuses, is in most ways
a refreshing and healthy sign. We
have seen racism dealt a mighty blow
and are now gladly watching it
dissolve."
Rosemarie Buenrostro
D34119

by Nick ’,abash
As the four-part Gay Liberation
series ends, it would be appropriate
at this juncture for some reflected
thought on the subject and in particular the movement at SJS.
In the segment from last Friday’s
issue there is talk of forming a GLF
chapter on campus. I for one sincerely hope this comes about, for I
am afraid that I cannot cope with any
similar incidents like the one that
plagued yours truly in a men’s restroom last week in the journalism
building.
Sitting there, minding my own
business, doing what comes natural
in a restroom stall, I was shocked
to look up and find another male
student dutifully gazing in at me between the cracks.
At once my thoughts were blurred
but I finally managed to utter what the
hell is going on! The guy promptly
made a dash for the door as if struck
by lightning, and once again I was
alone to collect my thoughts.
I wanted to vacate the restroom
as quickly as possible, lest I should
become a spectacle of a repeat performance.
As I was exiting the stall I had
occupied I was amazed to see yet a
different gentleman standing there
with a Christmas grin on his face.
He practically knocked me over as he
barreled into the stall I had just
vacated despite the fact the other
two were completely empty.
This was more than I could handle,
so I hastily moved to the washroom

area. Apparently this guy had expected me to join him in the stall
because he too proceeded to the
washroom.
Fortunately, just when I was beginning to wonder what I had stumbled
into, a member of the journalism staff
entered the room and the other man
quietly slipped out the door.
Well, I finally determined that a
meeting was supposed to take place
in that particular restroom and I was
more or less upsetting the apple cart
by doing what most people do in the
peaceful confines of a restroom.
I mean I didn’t see a sign on the
door proclaiming gays only. Never
let it be said that I would stand in the
way of a happy romance, regardless of
who was involved. I’m sorry, next
time I’ll go out on the lawn and
excrete my waste so everybody can
watch.
This just doesn’t seem right. As
a member of what the gays term
straight world, I am not permitted
to go lurking around the girls
lavatory. But because we are of the
same physical structure as gays they
can come and go as they please in a
men’s restroom.
It doesn’t matter to me personally
what the gay world does. However, I
don’t like the thought of being on display and having to wonder what awaits
me when I enter a restroom.
As I sit here reading the series
the mind starts wondering how meaningful the asinine statement frohi a
TV commercial becomes. Whatever

Letter to the Editor

Inaccurate reporting
Editor:
The Spartan Daily has done it
again! I gave a Book Talk on Feb.
29, 1972, on B.F. Skinner’s book:
"Beyond Freedom and Dignity." The
report of it in the Spartan Daily is
not only garbled and generally wrong,
but the Daily article says the opposite of what I actually said in the
talk.
The Daily article contains so
many errors and misstatements that
it would be necessary to publish the
entire talk on Skinner to correct all
of them.
However, here are just a few of
the errors and misstatements: 1)
My first name is "Milton," not
"Multion." 2) 1 did not state or
even suggest that "...A technology
must be developed which will be
used to control human behavior."
I was, in fact, asserting that "good
technology," such as birth control
technology, would lead to less need
for behavior control.
It is still
control, however, and can be used
oppressively. 3)1 did not state that
people have "free will." I did not
stress "free will" in the talk, as
the headline of the article states.
And 4)1 did not state that I believed
that . "It is your fault if you’re not
free," as the Daily article asserts.
In fact, I stated that the issue

of "free will" on the one hand, and
the issue of social -political -economic freedom on the other are
different issues.
Also, I stated that the concept
of "free will" is often used to oppress people. You are told that you
have "free will" or that you are
free, even though you may live in
very oppressive conditions. People
are liberated by achieving genuine
freedom and power, and not simply
by being told that they have "free
will."
The above should, in part, clarify
and correct some of the errors in
the Spartan Daily article of Feb. 29.
However, the Spartan Daily has published in the past such distortions of
things that I and others have said,
that I hereby request that any person
being reported about be allowed to
proofread and correct an article
immediately before publication. The
concept of "freedom of the press"
certainly should not include the
freedom to publish gross distortions,
and certainly should include the right
to protect oneself against the reporting of distortions of what one
says.
Milton Bud Andersen
Associate Professor
Psychology Department

happened to the good old days when
women were women and men were
men and everybody liked it that way?

To thwart
phone nuts
by Joanne Peterson
After answering the phone a tew
times and hearing heavy breathing,
obscenities, or absolutely nothing at
all, I decided to compile a list of
things to do when weirdos call.
Actually, the best thing to do is
not encourage a repeat performance.
Hang up immediately. But if you want
to have a little fun, girls, here’s the
list.
*Tell them they have reached a
disconnected number.
*Ask if they have taken the Folger’s taste test.
*Borrow your roommate’s ear
muffs.
*Tell them J. Edgar Hoover is
your grandfather.
*Recite "Little BoPeep."
*Tell them about Scope- -"Once
in the morning does it."
*Cry.
The list may be incomplete, so
add your own.
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Tightens security
SAN FRANCISCO --Security measures were tightened
yesterday at San Francisco International Airport where all
passengers and planes underwent rigid security searches
following the bombing of one TWA plane in Las Vegas and
the discovery of a bomb on a plane in New York.
Passengers and baggage were searched and all persons
were required to pass through metal detectors, said Richard
Newport, secretary to the airport commission.

Non -teachers may get raise
SACRAMENTO- A $27.55 million appropriation to boost
salaries for non -teaching University of California and state
college employees was approved today by the Senate Education Committee.
The bill, introduced by Sen. Don Grunsky, R -Watsonville,
would provide pay hikes of 10.4 per cent. Gov. Reagan’s proposed budget would give non -teaching employees a five per
cent raise. If passed and signed by the governor, the bill
would go into effect July 1.

Flying pears create havoc
FREMONT--Robert Maddock, 29, of Torrance and CHP
officer David Davidson were showered with a load of canned
pears when a trailer -truck jacknifed and snarled yesterday
morning’s rush hour traffic on Nimitz Freeway.
Maddock was hospitalized with possible chest and back
injuries. Davidson was unhurt.
Two tractor -trailer rigs, three CHP cars, and a pickup
truck, an auto, and the load of pears blocked traffic for
nearly an hour.

On Campus
Grad named McCarthy delegate

1 Dancers perform

Michael Thompson, graduate student at SJS, has been
chosen as a delegate to the Democratic national convention.
Thompson, a resident of San Carlos, was chosen by the
Eugene McCarthy state organizing committee. This means
that McCarthy will have to win the California June 6 primary for Thompson to actually attend the convention as a
delegate.

SJCC hosts anti -war seminars
A series of anti -war seminars, sponsored by the Student
Mobilization Committee, will take place at the San Jose City
College Theater today and March 16, and 23, from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m.
The seminars will be conducted by Bob Scheer, former
editor of Ramparts, and Banning Garrett, who has just returned from Vietnam.
Jim Welch, 295-2375, or the San Jose Peace Center,
297-2299, have more information.

Trial April 3 for football star
Charles D. Gardner, and SJS all-star lineman, was arraigned last week in Superior Court. His trial is now set
for April 3, the county clerk’s office reported yesterday.
Gardner, 24, was arrested recently in connection with
two alleged rapes last year. One of the charges came from
a SJS coed?

Career interviews today
Sign-ups for management and marketing job interviews
begin today in the Career Planning and Placement Center,
Business, Technology and Government Office, Building Q,
room 3.
June and summer 1972 graduates and alumni returning
from the service are eligible.
Interviews will take
Sign-ups run until Wednesday.
place March 16. 17. and 20-24.

Break the needle
with a little help
Do you get high with a
little help from your friends?
Why not "come down" and
get help from Inside East side, a non-profit hi -lingual
drug rehabilitation center in
Eastside San Jose.
The program, founded and
directed by SJS student
Ramon Fierro, is designed
to educate the surrounding
community to the problems
of drug abuse.
Although the program is
for the benefit of those who
need help no matter where
they live, on the Eastside is
emphasized "becuase there
is no program in the area
to meet the demands at this
time," stated Fierro.
Santa Clara County arrest
records show that there have
been 681 Chicanos arrested
for narcotics offenses
between January and Septem-

By ERIC SCHATMEIER
A page of history was
turned in San Jose Tuesday
night but it went by so fast
that hardly anyone was able
to see it.
Silent film star Lillian
Gish came to the new Community Theater that night
and showed clips from some
of the movies that made her,
her sister Dorothy, and director D.W. Griffith famous.
Unfortunately, the theater was only half full, perhaps due to the Tuesday
night showing or maybe because Miss Gish had her
day long before even most
of our fathers were born.
Nevertheless, those who
did show up were treated to
a glimpse of a bygone era,
some of it just nostalgic pap,
but much of it, a real film
history.

Indeed, when such 1920’s
screen idols as Rudolph
Valentino and John Gilbert
came on the screen, there
were audible oohs and abs
from the large senior citizen
contingent in the audience.
Miss Gish ’s narration
was a trifle drippy, especially between reels when she
implored modern youth to
take interest in the good
things about America.
At other times she would
forget what she was supposed to say or say the same’
line twice, making what was
supposed lobe a spontaneous
delivery appear stilted and
phony.
But when she was good,
she was very good, as when
she described the making of
a scene in "Way Down
East," where she was rescued from an ice flow just
before it went over the falls.
The audience breathed a
sign of relief when she was
plucked from the ice because
the episode actually happened. In those days, major
studios did not see doubles
or stuntmen. It was really
Lillian Gish heading for the
frothing torrent below.
Her sincerity could not
be questioned when she expressed love and affection
for her mentor, D. W.

ber 1971. Most Chicanos
in the county live in East side San Jose.
Total arrests for this
period numbe red2,061ineluding male and female
persons under 18 years of
age.
Inside Eastside not only
stresses drug education buy
uses cultural and social
awareness as an integr* part
of its program.
"The rehabilitation facility and cultural enrichment
classes where seminars and
films are used to help define
social patterns and attitudes," Fierro emphasized.
"Hopefully the outcome
will be to help the individual
reach a better understanding
of himself and his circumstances," he added.
For more information,
call 258-6510.

Is Baroque dancing your
thing? Do you enjoy something that might widen your
range of culture? The Consortium Antiqum has it all.
Tonight at 8:15 in the
Concert Hall of the Music
Building, music sorority Mu
Phi Epsilon will sponsor the
dancers of the Consortium
Antiqum.
The artists have performed at the Dickens Pleasure Faire in San Francisco,
the San Rafael Renaissance
Faire, and the Los Angeles
Pleasure Faire.

SueMukuno,Michele
Martella, Linda Long, and
William Stevens, singers
from Mu Phi Epsilon, will
perform Baroque songs
between numbers, and the
Chamber Singers will sing
Renaissance madrigals.
Also performing will be a
brass and trombone ensembel by members of the Music
Department.
Admission is $1 for students, $2 general. Proceeds
will go to the Music Department scholarship program.

Program funds
may be shuffled
The Senate Education
Committee has approved a
bill which authorizes trustees of the state colleges
to transfer funds within and
between programs.
This was contained in the
California Teachers Association’s "Legislative
Letter" of last week.
California State Colleges
Advocate, Jim Jensen, explained
that the "bill

codifies authority already
granted in last year’s budget bill."
The flexibility involved
in the transfer of funds is
aimed "to avoid situations
where one college program
withers for lack of funds
while another is grossly
over -funded," Senator Don
Grunsky, author of the bill
explained.
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South Bay
rock-folk -soul
By Dave Crawford

Albert King’s blues...
"Some people call ’em the reds, the pinks --but when you
get right down to it, it’s just the old country blues."
Bluesman Albert King gave that clarification to a
sardine -style audience last Thursday at Campbell’s Bodega
restaurant. He followed it up with a fine two hours of his
own "urban blues," again proving he’s one of the "main men"
on the blues scene.
King has a considerable following now, perhaps after
previous triumphs at the now -defunct Fillmore. And a
vocal portion of that group showed up Thursday to shout
their approval and answer his blues talking questions.
King is basically a guitarist, and that was his forte at
this show. After his traditional problem with his amplifier,
he settled into the type of sounds he’s known for: straight
blues progressions with a little singing and a lot of King
solo stuff.
His style of "bending" his high notes and his fondness for
the feedback technique were in evidence on "I’m a Crosscut
Saw," an upbeat number which was one of his bigger single
hits on AM stations, His vocals, with their slight nasal
trademark were impressive, especially "Stormy Monday
Blues," on which he showed a high range.
King, a massive man who was sweating like hell under
the colored stage lamp -lights, was very effective with his
talking blues --a kind of blues philosophizing.
The subjects included a man losing his girlfriend and the
regular sad lineup of blues stories.
Whatever the topic, the assemblage of blues freaks kept
up a constant response, shouting or screaming to corroborate
King’s narratives.
King’s band (organ, rhythm guitar, bass and drums) was
first-rate and not too loud, and "Big Ella" (200 pounds) Tate
provided an exciting warmup show with her heavyweight
choreography and blues vocals.
King’s latest single, "Angel of Mercy," was released
last week on Stax Records. His newest album is "Love Joy"
on the same label.
Charlie Musslewhite tonight, jazz vibes man Bobby
Hutcherson Friday -Sunday at In Your Ear, 135 University
Ave. in Palo Alto ($2.50 each night).
The soul -rock Instant Max, former house band at Los
Angeles’ Whiskey A Go Go, Sunday at Isadore’s (3830
Stevens Creek in San Jose, no cover).
SAN JOSE ACTION
Soul tonight through Saturday. with GropusCeckus Friday at the Warehouse,
lines. 7th
Pinky Lee tonight, Al Martino Group Fridey-Saturday atStrawberry Fields,
Al the Garlic Fmtory (1001 S. 1st): Trilogy tonight
10th and William.
through Saturday. Oganook Us Sunday (S1 50) Femily Jewel tonight and Saturday, James Life R..*** Fridey at Hatch Cover-CIlar II, 4400 Stevens Creek.
At the Fog Horn, 195 E. Taylor Herm Wyatt folk tonight, Ire Shore Friday.
Gail and Sharky Saturday.

BEYOND SAN JOSE

Union Program adviser, and
a committee of concerned
SJS’ers, and the reason they
have planned seven high
school visitation days.
Seniors who have been
accepted for the Fall are
being invited to tour the campus with an SJS volunteer
guide.
According to Mrs.
Sutphen "The ideal ratio of
guides to students is one to
three but, we’re not getting
the volunteers."
The first visit this
semester was from San Jose
Unified School District. This
will be followed on Thursday, March 16 with students
from the East Side Union
High School District.
The day begins with registration between 8:30 and 9
a.m, followed by a brief introduction and slide show.
Then the students are
divided into groups according to their major and taken
on the tour of the campus.
If at all possible they sit in
on a class. The afternoon
concludes with I unc h and
evaluation.
"We need volunteers from
every department to sign up
in
the Student Activities
office in the College Union,"
saidTMhers.iSduetpa ohefn.
r these
"Orientation Days" "had been

kicked around for a long
time and the first one happened in December, 1970,"
said Dave Joenstein, A Phi
0 member.
"Since then the schedule
has been refined to the point
where it is now, and after
each session we meet to review and analyze and change
when we need to," he said.
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Sons of Champlin tonight (62). Muskre Fun Friday and Childhood’s End
Saturday at Campbell’s Bodega. 30 S. Central Ave. Sunnyvale Odyssey Room
1799 El Camino) has Trinity Flight tonight, Fernily Peck soul Friday -Saturday
Kimberly tonight, Rockets Saturday at Horner’s Warehouse, 79 Homer Ave. in
Palo Alto. Al Los Altos Sand Castle, 2nd and San Antonio, Daily Bred tonight,
Jimmy Rodgers Friday and Saturdey. Also in Los Altos at Chuck’s Cellar
14926 El Cemino), Antes Leo Rein.* tonight. Family Jewel Friday. Derlin
Daggett Saturday and Thomas Martin Sunday TshomM tonight, Houck and Scott
Friday -Saturday at the Cuperidge, 4970 El Camino in Los Altos Delivery
tonight though Seturday at Palo Alto F riar’s,4101 El Camino. Chateau Liberte.
22700 Old Santa Cruz Highway in Los Gatos, has Asleep .11k. Wheel tonight,
Copperlwad Friday -Saturday Rick Gaston rhythm and blues tonight. Frank
Mangeno Friday and Mike Seward at the Wine Cellar. 50 University Ave in
Los Gatos
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Guthrie to resign job
Unable to find a suitable
contract, James K. Guthrie
will resign in June as
musical director and conductor of the San Jose Symphony Orchestra.
The resignation was announced by the directors of
the symphony association
Tuesday.
Guthrie decided to resign when the symphony
board chose to finish the
1972-73 season with guest

conductors intending to replace him.
Some members of the
SJS A Cappella Choir think
the board made its decision
hastily, and without the
knowledge of where the community stands on the issue,
and plans to picket tomorrow
night’s concert.
"We are setting up a
strictly informational picket
to let the community know
what’s going on," said Scott

cr

Grunsted, picket coordinator.
The group is also planning to hand out flyers explaining the situation in
more detail.
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SJS does not have to be
a terrifying place.
This is the goal of Mrs.
Phyllis Sutphen, College

’Informational’ picket
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Griffith especially, when she
introduced the only sound
sequence of the evening, a
conversation between the director and Walter Huston.
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Blood, sweat and

a year of planning
to tame a ’Shrew’

BY PAULINE BONDONNO
Sweat, exhaustion and unyielding perserverance just begin to make an SJS drama
production come to life.
Behind the glittering lights and the elaborate two hour theatre performance are a
year’s planning and over 1,000 hours work from the cast and production staff.
And beyond normal problems encountered in a production, cast and crew must beware for unusual phenomena like roosters crowing offstage when it’s not their cue, and
black and blues on the leading lady from rehearsing her fall too many times.
According to Gregory Andrade, Danny Anderson and Carol Jan Zafren, mainstays in
the Drama Department’s current production of "The Taming of the Shrew" these are
some of the more humorous moments they’ve encountered in the current SJS drama.
Performances of Shakespeare’s women’s lib -provoking classic will be held tomorrow
and Saturday nights and March 15-18, at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are $2 general and $1 for
students.
Each cast member has put in approximately 25 hours a week for the last six weeks
to put together the Drama Department’s current offering, according to Danny Anderson,
who plays Hortensio in Shakespeare’s comic classic.
Besides reading the history of the play, each actor must read critiques of the drama,
other plays by the same playwrite and become an authority on the character according
to Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, professor of drama and director for the current production.
"It’s not enough for me to take a character as he is in the play" discloses Miss
Zafren, who plays the title role of the tameless and tempestuous Katherine.
-Everyone says Katherine’s a shrew and a bitch. I know she wasn’t born that
way. I’ve got to find out why she’s changed. I find her terribly neglected, shoved under
the table so, to speak."
’Why does she let Petruccio so called ’tame her?’ When Petruccio stands up to her
she finds it very exciting. She’s almost trying to live up to the label they’ve put on her
before that point."
"And in order for me to act out her role on the stage I either become Katherine or
Katherine becomes me," concludes Miss Zafren.
Losing yourself in another character has its drawbacks too. "There are some
roles I carry with me," admits Miss Zafren, "In one play I had to have an Italian accent
that I retained for five months after the production."
Since Shakespeare switches between prose and iambic pentameters (that’s five
accented syllables per line in the dialogue) many of the actors have had to spend a
considerable amount of time in learning how to deliver the stylized speech and corresponding gestures.
"You have to learn the right stresses without delivering it so that the audience will
bob their head in time," explains Anderson.
There’s a rooster and a dog completing the list of stars in the current SJS production. According to Anderson a hen is kept in a cage backstage to keep the rooster
company during his stage breaks.
"The only problem is that sometimes when the rooster is offstage he feels he has to
reassert his masculinity with his mate and he crows during the production," grins
Anderson
One of the hardest things in a production is getting a feeling of cohesiveness
according to Andrade who play’s Petruccio in the production. After six weeks of three
hour daily rehersals it’s not until a dress rehearsal that the play becomes a real
production.
"When you’re in your jeans and sneakers it’s not real," simply explains Miss
Zafren. "There’s a certain feeling and respect that goes along with your costume."
And behind the scene there are hours of practicing the right fall and the proper
embrace which Miss Zafren can document with her black and blues on her thighs.
"I have to wear pants everyday because I’m full of black and blues," she says.
"My friend Petruchio in the wooing scene decides to cool me off and flings me into
the well and then he carries me over his shoulder like in ’The Rape of the Sabine
Women.’
The play is a student production from top to bottom.
Two SJS graduate students are doing their master’s thesis for the production. Jan
Musson is doing her master’s project on the lighting plot while Jan Hanreddy, costume
designer for the production, is completing her drama thesis through the production with
an emphasis in design.

John Erlendson (middle) chides ’Shrew’ Carol Zafren as Terry Cernak looks on.

Photos by
Wayne Glusker
Marilynn Yee

The show, a monumental costume production which costs over $500, features
Elizabethian and Renaissance clothing designed by Miss Hanreddy.
Miss Zafren, alone, has five changes of costume. According to the leading lady,
costume changes can be extremely difficult during the brief interval between acts.
"In one production I had five people helping me dress and undress. One put on my
shoe as one took of my ring," she explains.
Beside costuming performers also have to think about extras beyond the normal
make-up routine -like "fat" makeup and aging makeup.
Blusher, highlighting different areas, is usually used to give the illusion of fatness
while actors must accentuate crow’s feet, lines on the forehead and receding temples
with penciling and different shades of makeup.
Are the sacrifices worth it for performers, technicians and directors, when the
countless hours or work and striving for perfection finally merge together in one
glittering two hour stage production?
For Miss Zafren the final live performance is "the time of my life when I’m the most
tired but also the most excited and happy."
"It’s a feeling of total exhilaration," says Anderson. "With a two hour performance
with lights all over my body and perspiration, I still have a feeling of total exhilaration
and I feel that I’ve accomplished something."
"I think acting is complementary to my own emotions," he continues.
"As an actor you’re able to project feelings through the personality of another
character that you can’t express in the everyday campus life," reveals Andrade.
"You can really let yourself go on stage," he adds. "For me, the theatre’s a place
where I really feel high."
Andrade, a senior radio -TV major, and Miss Zafren, a graduate drama student, have
appeared in numerous campus productions. Anderson, a junior drama major, appeared
in "Mother Courage" and "Front Page" at SJS.
Scenic design for the production is by William Henry, and technical direction by
James R. Earle, Jr.
Other members of the cast include Diane Walsh, Michael Donnelly, Linda Hedgecock,
Donald Russell, Patrick Howes, Charles Caudill, Joseph Allan, Bert Garcia, Daniel
O’Connell, Terry Cermak and John J. Erlendson.
Also appearing are Michael Nering, Douglas Morrison, Charles Turchetta, Ricardo
Romero, Michael Hassel, Stephen W. Bickford and Carol Prendergast.
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Spartans top SCU
in heated rivalry
BY NICK LaBASH
When SJS and Santa Clara
got together at Buck Shaw
Stadium last year. a near
riot broke out in the stands
with Crazy George in the
middle of it.
The same was expected
Monday evening when the two
baseball powerhouses met
for the first time with SJS’
Mike Rusk hurling the Spa r-1
ris to a hard-fought
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WEEKS
Escorted

non-league victory at Municipal Stadium.
For a few innings, it
looked like the fireworks
that had highlighted past
meetings weren’t going to
make an appearance.
The only excitement was
created by a train rumbling
past the left field wall in the
middle of the fifth inning.
Maybe the train woke the
fans up, because in the bottom of the fifth, with the
Spartans at bat, things started to happen.
Walt Kaczmarek
was
pitching in relief for Santa
Clara and he walked pinch
hitter John Urzi to open the
inning. Crazy George, bullhorn in tow, made a sweep
of the stands, whipping the
fans into a frenzy with his
fanatical cheering.
A beer bottle came zinging onto the field aimed at
It
no one in particular.
shook Kaczmarek up as he
tried to catch Urzi stealing
second and heaved the ball
into center field.
Another error on Kaczmarek allowed Oscar Hopper
to reach first base. The
Bronco pitcher settled down
and fanned Brian Nakamoto
and Dennis Smith. Catcher
Timmy Day strode to the
plate and for some unperceived reason, Kaczmarek
plunked the Spartan captain
in the back.
Day glared out at the
pitchers mound as he ambled to first and for a split
second, it appeared as if
Day had some thoughts about
improving Kaczmarek’s fa -
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A few innings and a couple
of beer bottles later, the
local club picked up what
proved to be the margin of
victory on some base hustling by Hopper.
The Spartan left -fielder
was standing on second after
he and Nakamoto stroked
back to back singles. Dennis
Smith hit a double play ball
to second but the Broncs
were sloppy in pulling it off
and the return throw to first
pulled Bruce Bochte off the
bag.
While Bochte held the
ball dumbfounded. Hopper
kept right on coming and
scooted under the tag of
catcher Lou Caviglia.
It was a gutty pitching
performance by Rusk who
survived some early wildness to register his third
victory of the season and
his 20th career win to tie
the all time SJS record set
by John Oldham.
Rusk whiffed eight batters in all and got stronger
as the game wore on. A
pair of unearned runs in the
top of the eighth made it
close but coach Gene Menges
had no intention of lifting his
ace.
"I was real proud of
Rusk," Menges stated.
The Spartans return to
Municipal Stadium to battle
Sacramento State in a noon
Mike
doubleheader today.
Terry and Steve Hinckley
are expected to draw pitching
assignments.
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SJS-Caltrack meet unpredictable
BY KEITH PETERS
Sports Editor
The setting:
Edwards
Stadium on the U.C. Berkeley campus.
The cast:
Bears and Spartans.
The scene: Unpredictable.
That’s about the summation of the outlook of this
Saturday’s early season crucial between the SJS and
California spike squads.
"This meet looks so
close," said SJS head coach
Ernie Bullard, "I don’t see
how anyone can predict the
outcome.
"Both teams are similar,
in that they are depending
heavily on new people, people

who have never competed at
the four-year level before."
These new faces, equally
dotting both squads, will undoubtably decide the outcome
in this, the 20th meeting between the two schools.
The Spartans, currently
leading the series 12-7, will
be out to snap a two -meet
losing streak. For the SJS
spikers to accomplish this,
newcomers will have to come
through in key spots.
Long -triple jumper Phil
Quinet, who was held out of
last week’s meet because of
an injury, will lead a host
of SJS tracksters just recovering
from
nagging

bumps and bruises.
Quinet holds the key to
victory in the long jump,
having an all-time best of
25-2.
Quartermiler Tim
Hayes; intermediate hurdler
Larry Glenn and pole vaulters Russ Royal and Mike
Sampson all seem healthy
and ready to go.
Out of the 17 events,
probably only three of them
can be confidently picked
before meet time.
Cal’s Bruck Kennedy in
the javelin (235-4) and Rick
Brown in the 880 (I:52.8)can
be tabbed sure things as can
SJS’ Greg Born in the shot
put.

FRANK
ZAPPA’S
200 MOTEL
RINGO STARR &
MOTHERS OF
INVENTION
NqI’iI, al

NCAA championships to be
held in College Park, Md.,
today through Saturday.
One would expect a sophomore would be nervous as
he approaches his first spot
in the national limelight.
"I’m very anxious, not
nervous," Jackson said confidently about the upcoming
event.
His coach, Terry Kerr,
said, "It will be good experience for him. 1 remem-

Instructing in exam -taking techniques
used successfully by California pre -law
students. Will commence classes on
March 23 for April 8 LSAT.
Taught in Berkeley and Peninsula by
practicing California lawyers. Cost $75.
For complete information, CaN Today
Cindy Cramer

415) 526-2250
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CRAFT FAIR
see craftsmen at work

MARCH
1 0, 1 1 , 1 2
FRI SAT SUN

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
PALO ALTO
BEADINGPOTTERYMACRAM’EWEAVING

Donnell Jackson (top)

Intramurals
The intramural soccer
and hunch basketball season
is finally far enough along
to get some meaningful
standings.
The Eagles and the
Weaver Brothers are tied
for first place in the intramural soccer league. They
both have 4-0 records.
Sigma Chi and the Katzenjammer Kids follow with
3-1 and 2-2 records, respectively.
Tied for fourth place are
the Clippers, Theta Chi and
Sigma Nu, all with 1-3 records.
Moulder Hall is sitting
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(Every Night)

Grappler in NCAA championships
Usually the attitude towards practice by athletes
of any sport is a couple
hours of drudgery.
"I enjoy practice. I like
to kid around, have fun, but
I
still get the job done.
would rather look at practice
’Optimistically, then pessimistically," mused Jackson.
Jackson will travel to a
bigger party when he represents the PCAA in the
heavyweight division in the

-

1111,1e are very few sure
points," said Cal coach Dave
Maggard. "Looking at SJS
on paper, I’m impressed with
It
he balance they have
will be a owl test

Donnell Lee Jackson

BY JAY GOLDBERG
He’s the life of the party,
he’s the PCAA heavyweight
wrestling champion and he’s
a starter for the SJS football team at offensive tackle.
It’s not Dave Chaney, he’s
a linebacker and he doesn’t
wrestle. Our myitery partygoer is a 19 -year old sophomore, Donnell Lee Jackson.
The party Jackson enlivens is wrestling practice.
VVrestling lw.cethi

11 1,4

Piot.

IOC)

PRE -LAW STUDENTS

,

110,1.,

_

REISS STEVENS CREEK BLVD
SANTA CLARA CALIF 95051

Tbe

.1

rmeMemere.

on the bottom spot with in
0-4 record.
The winners are also beginning to show up in hunch
basketball.
In the A league the Village Warriors are undefeated and the QB’s Unlimited
are one.half game behind.
The Hunch Bunch is
perched on top of the B
league with a 3-0 record and
the Drubbers Revived occupy first spot in the C
league.
Sigma Nu has won all
their contests in the D league
and the Air Force ROTC
dominate the E league.

be:- when 1 competed in the
I was
NCAA regionals.
wrestling against athletes
that I had read about."
It will be interesting to
see if Jackson can handle the
pressure, because SJS has
never had a NCAA wrestling
champion.
The closest any grappler
has come was in 1958 when
Russ Camilleri placed sixth
Jackson, a graduate 01
San Miguel high school iii
San Diego, wrestles at 240
One of his opponents could be
a 410 pound Big Eight champion from the University of
Oklahoma.
"I have been teaching him
the Greco-Roman technique
of wrestling, the style used
in the Olympics," said Kerr
"He has progressed quite
well and since I believe some
of those 410 or 300 pound
wrestlers don’t really
wrestle, this type of wrestling could be of great advantage."
The Greco-Roman style
will help him stay away
from his opponent’s
strength.
"I will use upper body
moves and try to stay away
from the heavier opponent’s
weight," Jackson said.
"We call him ’Nasty’ on
the football field," said line
coach Robert Loose.
"If
everyone performed like

Professional Pharmacists
Arilhony 0

Camping.. Jr

, Owner

MODERNE DRUG CO.
Second and Santa Clara Streets
Phone 293-7500
San Jose

You Don’t Nave To Leave
Campus to find out about
leaving town.
Professional Travel
Service for Students
Faculty & Staff
LOWEST AIR FARES
TO ANY DESTINATION
’ Eurail Passes
Group Discounts

SPARTAN
TRAVEL MART

’Student Stand-by
Cards/ Tickets
.NPver a Service Charge

Down19,

.11

Collge Union

247 2070
Mon Fri,

B to 530

OMEGA
For
That
Special
Day

The life of the SJS wrestling party, the burly sophomore, would certainly like to
be the host (champion) of
the NCAA wrestling gig.

EUROPE’

$220. - $275. R.T.
From West Coast
Fly One WayFrom$125
FlightsAll Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Is rael and the Orient
For Information.

Ile true preciousness of an Omega
watch is the love that goes with it.
The Omega you receive today will become a proud possession ... pre.ious beyond compare for what it
,,yrnbolizes. Within each case beats
iie peerless Omega movement. Made
with meticulous care to give years of
faithful performance. See our cornplete collection of Omega Men’s and
Ladies’ watches. $65 to over $1000.

Contact 365-8625
F S.F..P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
ESEP - S.ISC Members

ItTatintityb
181 E SANTA CLARA

TONITE HAPPY HOUR 7-9 PM
Light, Dark
Unbeatable Prices
& Imported Beer
CELEBRATE THE WEEKEND
A LITTLE EARLY FOR A LITTLE LESS

A

B

SMI winding Searraster with
gold filled i use
In stainless steel Lase

14K

4 diamonds I4K

Prices start
$100.00

white

self -changing calendar.
$155
$140

solid gold

8185

itere,t,4

SAN JOSE
91 South First St
307 Town &Country Village

ewe

Use Our Easy Payment Plan or
BankAmericard, Master Charge.
or First National
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by Lee Nordling

NEW GENESIS
NA KIK DEPRIVED O1’ rl DEMAND WHAT IS NY
cocycivEN (HA!) RIcHT,
riy RIGHTS AS A BEING
LIvE 43 I SEE IT I
04 THE COGWORKS or THE
AND I’LL STOP ANYONE
UNIVERSE! I i HAVE SEEN
WHO’S IN MY L..45Y
EXPEOVIID, DEGRADED,
CHASTISED AND PICKED
ON IN AN UNFAIR WAY I .

ri

NOG!

THIS IS 00.!

YOU ARE HEREBY
DECLARED AN UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLY

A KID ARE ORDE RE D
TO DISPERSE WITHQJ

THREE hirauTcs!

Classes opening for business seniors
A series of three "miniclasses" for senior business
majors will begin W ed n e sday. from 4 to 5:30 p n

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
Home Cleaners IBasic H, 1, ek I,
Food Supplements (Instant Protein)
Beauty Aids 1ProteinixedShampooetc 1
kihn & Mary Rhoades 297-3866
- --PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W San Carlos 294 1455 Just
west ol Sears K ifig Queen $24, Dbl
$22 Twin SIC Safety Liners S2,
Frames SIO plus 10 .Year Guaran
lee on all beds Water Sofas. U L
Listed heaters, pillows, tapestries
Ask about our N 80 policy 294-1455

(c)

30 day notice required

Rent muddle clears

Do some
girls have
more fun?
Some girls do have more
fun than others. They’re
always on the go. Love
earniang, all actr
you’re that girl.

due April 10, they would have vices and other increases
to notify tenants of the in- which is allowable under the
crease by this Friday be- Phase II Economic Policy.
The notice should also
cause of a federal stipulation requiring a 30 -day no- contain information necessary
for the checking the
tice.
This notice must conform the computation of the into certain requirements es- crease, This would include
tablished by the Internal Rev- the dates and amounts of
enue Service. The notifi- transactions, the method of
cation according to the Fede- tax computation, the identiral Register must include: fication of units involved and
1) the amount of the if the rent increased because
monthly rent before and after of capital improvements, the
amount of charges and how
the proposed increase,
2) the percentage in- they were prorated.
Information should also
crease and dollar amount of
the proposed increase and the be given as to where docu,Liective date of the proposed ments are located so that
increase,
tenants can check the land3) the amount of the pro- lords numbers.
posed increase which is
Carlos Perez, an IRS inAttributed to capital im- vestigator, pointed out if the
provements, state and local notice did not conform to
real estate taxes, and state the specifications, it is conand local fees, levies and sidered void and the increase
harges for municipal ser- illegal.
Perez also pointed out,
there is a provision where
an individual can file a suit

Nikon offers photo class
Students interested in
photography will
have a
chance to attend the Nikon
acomprehensive
School,
course in photography, when
it comes to San Jose this
weekend at the San Jose Hyatt
House, 1740 N. First St.
The first school begins
on Thursday at 7:30 p.m.

r"".

Language
Institute
Offers intensive nine -week
Programs in
CHINESE
Beginning
Beginning and
Intermediate FRENCH
GERMAN
Beginning
Beginning and
"Intermediate HEBREW
Beginning and
RUSSIAN
Advanced
Beginning and
Intermediate SPANISH

you
tamikins. The internal
,anitary preteetien that
solve, your monthly problems. Lets you he as active
as you please. The silken.
smooth container-applicator makes Tampax
Iambus comfortable and
easy to insert. Co ahead,
he the girl that has more
fun. There are millions of
girls just like you. All
TaMpaX tampon II -cc,

00, only

inlerG1 Is proleang yOu

June 26- August 25 192
(nine weeks:
Up to 15 quarter units
University credit
Deadline May 15th
Telephone 14081 429-2952
For

The
of an illegal notice.
individual can receive up to
illegal
the
three times
amount up to $1,000.
If the IRS investigation
finds the landlord in violation of the rent control program, a federal court can fine
the landlord $2,500 for civil
penalty and or $5,000 for
willful violation of the law.
At the beginning of the
forum, Jack Rasmussen from
the AFL-CIO Price Watch
Committee presented some
controversy against IRS and
said "the only way you’re
going to defeat rent controls
You’re not
is politically.
going to defeat them by saying how terrible they are."
"Most of the people at the
IRS don’t know what the hell’s
happening either. They know
about rent control as they
read it in the Wall Street
Journal. I know this for a
fact because I’ve gone up
there and had it out with
them." Rasmusson said.

)1Lr..tillS1 the landlord beeallSe

University of
California,
Santa Cruz

,formation about this
DrOgrarn write IC

George M. Benigsen.
Coordinator
Summer Language Institute
Merrill College 25
University of California
Santa Cruz. CA 95060

with a three-hour session and
concludes Friday with a full
day session beginning at 9
a.m.
The second school begins
Saturday at 9 a.m, with a full
day session and concludes
Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
Total cost for the course
is $20.

Litlfeitartsig
MEETINGS I
TODAY
SKI CLUB, 7 30 p rn , CU Unienhuni
Room There will be a guest speaker
on ski touring
THE NAVIGATORS. 730pnr.CU
Pacheco Room Bible study
SPARTAN CHINESE CLUB, 7 30p.m .
C U Costanoan Room Open to the
public. refreshments served
ALPHA ETA RHO, international aviation fraternity, 7 p rn , C U Almaden
Room
Students of au i majors interested in aviation are welcome
FILIPINO -AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION, 7 p or , Asian American
Studies B-9
D,scussion about rescheduling of Cultural Week
TOMORROW
ICSC, 6 30p or ,GraceBaptist Church
gym, Tenth and San FernandoStreets
Fund raising international dinner and
entertainment
SJS WORKSHOP, 7 30p m . Education
100 Organizational meeting to work

EASTER&SUMMER
CHARTERS.u.ty..thnes
Hawaii
$149roundtr.p
New York $159,..n..p
Chicago $122...ndtr,p
Wash.D.C.$153
More than 50 summer departuree.!!
Jerry
round

MISC
TODAY
ASIAN FILM FESTIVAL, 7 30 pm.
C U
Ballroom
in
"Execution
Autumn" and "Solent W.f." will be
shown
Sponsored by the Spartan
Chinese Club Free
TOMORROW
FRIDAY FLICKS, "The Boys in the
Band." starring Kenneth Nelson and
Leonard Frey, 7 b 10 pm , Morris
Dailey Auditorium 50 cents
JONAH’S WAIL coffee house. 9 p m
lam 3005 10thSt Bob Kendall,
folk guitar and banjo, Ron, folk guitar.
Ron Thompson, blues piano and slide
guitar
’40-001) MINUTES,- a dance theater
event. transformed into a rock con
cert. will be presented by Tandy
Beal, artist in residence at Cabrillo
College, 830 pm, Cabrillo gym,
Aplos Call 699 6466 for more in OF THE SHREW," 8 15
pm , College Theatre, presented by
the 5.1$ Drama Department Tickets
are available at the theatre box off ice

trip

Associated Students Travel Service

287-8240
1P.oht
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out the details for the workshop in
comparative education and culture
Everyone interested in the tour of
Portugal, Spain. Greece and Italy Is
welcome to attend
BETA ALPHA PSI, accounting club.
7 30 pm , Red Co. Den, 1441 N 4th
51
Initiation of new members Mr
Lloyd Taylor. controller, Hewlett
Packard, will be the guest speaker
CHESS CLUB, noon 430 pm,CU
Almaden Room

33 E San Fernando, 2nd Flr.
San Jose, Ca 95112

,

*resumes, in. our.. co
On NW" inclo00.1

KSJS Today
5-5:30 p.m.
Martin Luther Speaks
530-6p.m.
KSJS News
6-6:15 p.m.
Women’s Center
6:15-8 p.m.
Randy Roach Show
8:15-10 p.m.
Mark MeCcay Show

NORTHFACE & class-5
* Worm Down Clothing
* Sleeping Bags
* Packs & Tents

from LOWA
*Hiking, Climbing & Truck’n Boots

1

ELEAN/R’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
is a lovely large "fresh cut" flower
shop We have the best quality flowers
at the lowest prices in town Lovely
carnations at SI 00 do: !no kidding)
Long stem roses at 53 50 & $4 50 do:
lin florists box for additional 6501
Daisies 65c bunch, Bachelor Buttons
950 bunch,- Daffodils. Tulips, Iris.
Stock, Violets etc etc etc You name
it- we’ ve got lIll Whether you buy one
flower or. dozen you will receive the
same "fuss & ribbons- Every poi-chase is gift wrapped You never got
so much for so little money TRY US-- YOU’LL LIKE UV! We also have a
large selection of potted plants, terrariums, dish gardens and dry arrangement flowers
Everything at
prices you can afford Our specialty
is our small ’fir the hospital" arrangements at 51 95 & 52 50 They’re
cute and "just enough" We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday 11/2 day
Holidays) 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356-6314 or 356-4839 (at the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Meadow Park)
PUBLIC AUTO MART
Sell your own Vehicle( Invest .1.1.1
of $800 and a little of your time
Thousands of "Prospective Buyers"
We
(admitted ’reel each weekend
average over 30 "Specific Buyers"
for each new VW and moderately priced
transportation vehicle for sale) Call
before 500 for a listing of the types of
vehicles and price ranges "Our Buyers" were looking for last weekend
(Based upon Buyer Questionai re completed each weekendl 2879566 Every
weekend Sat & Sun 9arn-4prn Every
weekend Sat & Sun 9am-4pm Capitol
Drive , In Theatre Capitol Expressway
& Monterey Rd Si
PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A Meeting Place for Private Parties
to Buy and Sell Used Vehicles"
RELIVE THE 20’s AT SULLIVAN’S
FEATURING
-DIRTY
SA LOON
MARY- IN AN ORIGINAL 20’s ATMOSPHERE. DIRECTL Y BEHIND THE
"RED BARN- 3166 MONTEREY RD,
ENCOUNTER -SENSORY AWARENESS
Humanist Community of San Jose 4
& 24 March, 8pm Contribun. $2
738 N 2nd St Call 294-5017

* New Pelvic Lead Pack Systems

from BONA & ASHES
* Cross Country Skis

2513 Winchester Blvd.
Campbell, Ca. 9 5 0 0 El

FOR SALE
THE PISCEAN
35 S Fourth. 1/2 block from SJS
Library King- Queen complete waterbeds $46 00, Double $44, Twin $33
Frames $106 up Liners 52, Heaters
$24 and up 10 year guarantee on all
beds Also water sofas, organic torn’
lure, pillows, tapestries
Mellow
sales people and right on prices. 35
S. 4th 297-7030
SHREDDED ROAM RUBBER 35c per
pound
Any amount Ph 293-2954
LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books
1/2 price Quality books and records
purchased Top pr ices paid - -cash, or
trade Lots of fiction, supplementals,
and classics
RECYCLE
BOOK
286-6275 186S 2nd St,
FINE CLASSICAL GUITARS FOR PERFORMERS AND TEACHERS Lessons,
Sunnyvale 783,2671
San Jose’s oldest
WATER BEDS
water bed store. Yin Yang Water
invites you to compare
Bed Co
quality, price, and service LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 28ft diameter, orange and white Great for
ceilings, drapes, clothes, etc Only
$5
Visit one of our stores at 400
Park Ave
19 blocks west of SJSI
Ph 286-1263 or 28 E Campbell Ave
tat Winchester) Ph 378-1040
27" 10 -speed. Good condition 565 00
1955 Indian 750 CC $50000 Steve
201-7631

will be taken in the Career
Planning and Placement CenIra! Office, Building AA.

ifuSTLERS
SAT & SUN ONLY
Earning potential in excess of $100
day
Green Thumb Inc 249 4010

RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
month, free service, no contract tail
Esche’s 251 2538

7 DAYS
THE SUBMARINE
OPEN
Tropical Fish and Supplies
Candle Craft and Supplies
293-8006
97 E San Salvador

UNLIMITED MONEY OPPORTUNITY
Direct Sales/Crow Management Mature -Interested students only. A new
Ecological Service in Gardening. Call
253-157
153-1569

FROM THE SOUKS OF MOROCCO!!
Emb Shorts, Caftans, Leather Goods
LOW
Jewelry and magic beads
PRICES,
Come and browse over a
cup of mint tea at AHMEDS 50 N
7th St 4 10 P M

PAID STAFF POSITION WITH EXSuper
Male
TENSIVE training.
vise 6 male mentally retarded adults
in residence club. 48 hr shift plus
staff time 1-3 ’wits credit. 522
Mrs Roberts 295day plus hrly
1085

AUTOMOTIVE
I3),4),,I kick . 3). of used
vehtcles in one stop?
All metres
All models All prices Free Admis
soon Kree Parking PUBLIC AUTO
MART See our ad Announcements
At

FULL/PART TIME HELP WANTED’
Sell the Shaklee line of biodegradable.
Liberal
polluting prodcuts
non
bonuses, benefits and an excellent
CII 255-0444 ot
retirement plan
294-9726
JOBS ON SHIPS! MEN, WOMEN. PerNo exfect summer lob or career
Excellent pay.
preience required
Woridwide travel Send $2.00 for inSeel.. Box 1239 - CF,
formation
Seattle, Washington 98111

BARGAIN. ’69 JAVELIN with 390 cu
Excellent condition
Ong $4,100
Asking $1,550 Call Dare 289-9750
FOR SALE -1187 Pontiar L olden. Con Call 251.7355 after 6 pin
vert
’64 RAMBLER -AMERICAN. Bucket
seals, qd mileage. 1 owner, rebuilt
engine 5350 287 7279

STUDENT ELECTRICIAN WANTEDto
Most
fix my burned out outlets
know what the hell he’s doing! Call
295 8444 Larry or John

Classified Rates
Four

SO

.S0

Minimum

three
days

days

2 25
2.75
125
175

2.40
290
340
390

2 50
3 00
350
400

FOR RENT
550 nor
kitchen privoogos
ivy Hail, 297 E
San For-nen,l,,
Soi, Danny Lab,..

NO TIME TO CLEAN your house or
apt
We’ll clean it for you
55
a week Call Sandy or Linn 298-4689

CLASS 3 Bdrm, APT,
ONLY ONE
LEFT AEK
Pool
98. deposit
return Newly furnished 470S 1 1th
287-7590

FOR PROBLEM PREGNANCY CARE,
pregnancy testing, contraception and
Call Family Planning
sterilation
Alternatives. 298-9011

REFINED, furnished rooms. male
Kitchen privileges. no smoking or
drinking 293-30118

TYPING -Electric
EXPERIENCED
Term Papers. Thesis, etc Dependable
Mrs Allen 2941313

$75 A MONTH TO SHARE furn 3
bdrm house 2/married couple in tembruin area of San Jose 371-4685

TYPING, terrnpapers. etc One block
from campus
Reasonable rateseditmg done too 294-7033

SO

50

50

TYPING, Experienced, fast, also edit Former English teacher
mg
244 6444 aft 6 Mary Bryner

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 1
block from campus $50/month. CII
293-3619
FOR RENT April 1, 2 bcfrrn apt
Furnished $150/mu Close to campus
Call 298 7188 or 295-4482
SM, 2 BDRM. $135. 1 bdrm $110,
Studio 585 Furn
Cleaning Fee
292-6723
CRAFTSMAN’S HOUSE close to campus has room available the 1st ot
House privileges. Call 8-11
April
pm 286-1602
FRIDAY
BAND"
Leonard
Morris

FLICKS "THE BOYS IN THE
Starring K ennoth Nelson,
Frey 7 & 10 pm Mar 10
Dailey And Admission 50C

MALE ROOMMATE TOSHARE 2 bdrrn
2 bathroom furn apt Close to campus
$35 a in. 598 S 9th 010 or Call
289-9100
3 BDRM, 1 BATH HOME for lease
Washer, dryer, stove, large refrig
5190, 1st & last plus $50 dee plus
refer 765 S 12th St Call 295-8429
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT and own ership-many improvements, all units
furnished, lower rates, one-twobdrm
148 E. William 998-2494
WOMEN ONLYI Furn bdrm Share kit260 S
From $70
chen & bath
17th 287-3041
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Excl food
Co-ed Just off campus
linen & maid ser Parking. color
Beautiful(
TV
Inside court yard
Run by people who care Shared$20 50
Meals optional $10 wk 293-7374
wk
FEMALE to share newly turn room
In all girl house Wash& Dry, priv
refrig. kit prey, one block from cam.
pus
550 mo 441 S 6th or call
2974007

STRAIGHT FEMALE wanted to share
beautiful unfurn apt with 2 others by
287-9521
$58 mo
city college

SHARE MTN. HOME with us Mellow,
single. upperclass or grad into Art
& Health food 238-1261

LOST B. FOUND
Collage Ring
San Jose State
BA 1967
Emerald & Gold
Call 247-9185 after 5 p m
FOUND -girls wallet on
Call Mike 275-6588

7th street

TRANSPORTATION
NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE: FROM $299 ROUND TRIP
FROM $349 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN:
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN -19161
CALL:
451-7905
4248 OVERLAND, DEPT. B
CULVER CITY, CA., 90230
EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
I Discounts, inexpensive
Student T
student camping tours through oul West
end East Europe, including Russia.
SOFA agent for inter -European student
charter flights.
CONTACT: ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd. lid LA Calif
90049 TEL: 12131 826-5469 12131 8260955 or call cerium rep: Steve Cos&
14151 445-7131 hours 4-7 ern
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia. Europe, S America, Africa
etc All professions and occupations
$700 to $3,000 monthly Expenses paid
Free inforovertime, sightseeing
mation -Write, Jobs Overseas, Dept
04 P.0 Box 15071, San Diego, Ca
92115
RUSSIASCANDINAVIA. 5 wits. 5354,
Inclusive London departures. Small
group camping travel (ages 18-301
Also Europe, Africa Write. Whole
Earth Expeditions, Ltd US Agents
for Transit Trey& Ltd.. Box 1497,
K C, Mu 64141
FLYING SOON?
EAST to Denver. Chicago, New York,
Boston, Washington or Europe WEST
Your TWA
to Hawaii or the Orient
Campus Rep Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY NOW! Save
1 3 with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
lake up to 14 months to pay with a
FREE, EASILY OBTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. Call Bruce
at 281-8664 for information
EURORAIL
tours sof,’
carrentals -hostels Pension,
europeencars shipping steepen: city,
Co lor 2305
mountainboots. etc
Wilshire B
).ar d Sant.M
) ’1
828-6084

SPACIOUS I BDRM. APT. unf Nc
children or pets S115 OUIP1 283 E
Reed corner of 7th. 286-2006

GOING
PLACES?

Mod Furn Apt 1 bdrm 1 2blk frrn
college Apt 04 $130 Wtr & grb
Quiet No pets Avadabte Aor tot
463 5 7th log 49g

PERSONALS
WHAT’S "DIRTY MARY" DOING Llt
HIND THE RED BANNON MONT ERE Y
RD COME SEE SULLIVAN’S SALOON
FIRDAY
BAND"
Leonard
Morris

FLICKS THE BOYS IN THE
Starring K ennt h Nelson,
Frey 7 & 10 p in Mar 10
Dailey Aud Admission 50c

REWARD for Jaime. M, terrier No
collar, multi - colored. thin obnox
musty odorable Call Debby. 297-7484
DOES BUSINESS HAVE A CONSCIENCE,
DOES BUSINESS REALLY CARE?
WHAT IS BUSINESS DOING ABOUT
-POLLUTION
-POVERTY
-EDUCATION
MR FRED MERRILL
FIREMAN’S FUND INSURANCE CO
DOSS GUEST SPEAKER
ON CAMPUS MARCH 15 16
A MAN FROM BUSINESS
A MAN WHO CARES
SING ALONG
THE OPEN DOOR
Friday night 7 30 SJ5 Cafeteria

TRANSPORTATION

SERVICES
ARTISTS’ MODEL available for a,
lists, photographers, students groups
workshops
Rates open NO po,
After 5, weekends, 215-6168

WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your friendly neighborhood Typing
Service 287-4355 !Amanuensis. any
one?)

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED
And to place your ad
Phone 277-3175,

FAST, ACCURATE, Experienced IY
pist
IBM Selectric pica Can edit
4 miles from SJS Mrs Aslanian Cali
298 4104

Print Your Ad Here:

(Count appro. 37 lettes and spaces for each linel

35
35
35
35
P.1111 Nan.)
Addresn

throe l inns One Day

r) Helo Wasted
Hennas
feaad
Last

8

THESIS TYPING - ELECTRIC Master’s
Reports Disertations
Marianne Tamberg 1924 Harris Ave
Call 371-0395, San lose

Five 6.5 add,
days iional day

City

Check a Classification
Announcements
O Automotive
LFor Sate

GIRLS ONLY! New rooms with k itchen
priv From $60 99 So 9th and 278
Across campus Parking
S 10th
Phone -295-8526 or 295-8514

APT. FUR. $150 Unfurn 5140.
roomy, 1’2 blk to SJS. Ideal for 3
One and 1/3 baths. 439
rmmates
S 4th 293-3762

JOBS -TELEPHONE SALES-Long hair
354-6186
ok $2 to $3 plus pr/hr

Can business adjust to the future when
Quality of life and not Quantity is the
primary consideration
MR FRANK MERRILL THINKS SO.
HEAR MR MERRILL MARCH 1516.
11.00 AM, CONCERT HALL, MUSIC
CLOG,

200
2.50
100
3.50

AUTO INSURANCE
No driver refused
low rno rates
Harvey Dm.. 241 3900

USED REFRIGERATOR, very good
condition $50. Call Collate 2952826

"ATTRACTIVE & SHAPELY COED’S
WANTED"
for photographers studio
Models
needed at 35 per 1 2 hr I For more
info Call 328-7071

GET CASH FOR YOUR STORE COUPONS. Ex 150 off on next purchase
of MJB coffee Phone Jim 298-2170

Si 50
200
/50
300

STUDENT RENTALS
Furnished Houses
3 & 4 Bedrooms
2 Baths
Furnished Apts & Studios
1 & 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists since 1955
Borellt Realty, 295 No 10th
Call 297 2410

VACANCY-2 bdrm lownhse apt 1 1/2
bath
Furnished 70 So 8th St or
call 294-7788 or 258-3277

ATTRACTIVE GIRLS WANTED for
nude modeling Study while you work
$50 to $100 per
No sex or porno
Full or part time, mornings,
day
Artists &
afternoons, conning.
Models Studio 1415 Alameda Si
9941965

WANTED USED REFRIGERATOR in
good condition Will pay S30 Call
Brian 289 1982

L:CENSED CHILD CANE. Close to
campus Reasonable ...tem Fenced
Mc Curley
yard
Lunch
Mrs
224 1489
PARACHUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION
All
Complete first gurnp course
equipment furnished Special student
Stevens Para - L oft. Oakland
rates
Airport 569 5358

HOU SIN G

MALE COUNSELOR for emotionally
disturbed adolescents Room & Board
20 flexible hrs /week. 247-0250 Mr.
Ladd

GREEN THUMB LOVES YOU
If you’re really into management call
249 4010

Twii
days

EXTRA INCOME Telephone from home
evenings 4 9 p in Good commission
Sports coupon book
For interview
call 379-9064

200 WATT STEREO COMPONENTS,
New AM -FM stereo multiplex radio
reciever with professional garrard
turntable
Built in eight track tape
player, extra large mi.- suspension
speakers
Value over $325
Sell
$225 or best offer Call 251-4092

YOU WANT US!
Your Chance to Help Other People
Money Is A Bonus
Freedom, Fun, Education
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITEr
OPPORTUNIT Y
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th 12 297 3866
John & Mary Rhoades

WAY VOICE - PIANO
STUDIO
Today’s Music or "Classical"
Beginners Professionals
San Jose 286-8917,
Santa Crux 476-6616

lines

SET OF 4 VW chrome wheels, excellent condition Need 2 tires 5100 or
best offer
Call Linda at 266-1296

HELP WANTED

HARMONY

5

’62 CHEVY II WAGON 6 cyl 3 speed
man trans Clean, dependable transportation
Asking 5300 295-1398

GOLFERS-Half set of golf clubs 3
5 6 9 p irons, 1-3 woods, and bag
297-7016
520
Call after 5 pm

FREE - TOUR OF TWA 747 Thor .
March 9. al 8 30 p m
TWA, San
Francisco Internation A er po r
Prizes. Mo v les, Giveaways Free
parking coupon available at Spartan
Travel Mart, College Union RSVP
TWA Rep Brur.e Freeman 257-5887

6 lines
a, h
non.. line
Add

111441 YAMAHA Yin 2-c 305cc Accessories, Great on gas, parking, insurance Fine cond $325 297-7731
van

MANI PENTAX SPOTMATIC F I 4 lens
wrth electronic flash Like new 5250
742-4050 after 5 p rn

Chinese Art of Self
KUNG -FU:
Defense Class opening Thor, 7 p m
901 N 8th St. Call 292.4530/2985861 No contracts.

4 lines

RENAULT 14: good cond economigood handling for city & country
possible camper for 2
$375 Call
206-4308

KENMORE ZIG-ZAG SEWING MA734-1680
CHINE with cabinet $50

FLICKS"THE BOYS IN THE
Starring Keen et h Nelson,
Frey 76 10 p m Mar 10
Dailey Aud Admission 500

3 line!

CLEAN 1116 DODGE
window van.
great for cunning, paneled, carpels,
outer overhauled
$1295 or offer
354-3986

OVATION, GUITAR, Accoustic perfect cond. Most sell, $200 or best
offer 377-4972 Dave

COMPLETE NATURAL VITAMIN
LINE -AT direct manufacturer prices!!
Name brand formulations at 1/2 to
Don’t be ripped off
1/4 off retail
by the health food stores. Try us
first! WHITE FRONT PHARMACY
in Sunnyvale- 152 East El Camino Real 245-6742
or cell for more info
or 295 8444 aft 9

One
day

1961 HONDA 180; %Int ti res..* head,
rings, valves. plugs . tool set, shop
manual included, 14,600 miles $250
or offer Palo Alto, 323 2058

HAND MADE RINGS. Choosefrom red
gold tiger eye, turquois and fire
agate
$10.00 & up. Ph 225-7472

LOOK! 191 TOSTADAS AND TACOS.
Must show Student Body Card Senor
Taco, 17th & E Santa Clara Sts,

FRIDAY
BAND"
Lemur
Morris

New

SLEEPER SOFA’ Perfect -Blue Naug
$50 Uphol boudoir chair, 510 Call
249-4362

PASSPORT PHOTOS-ONE DAY SERVICE 4 FOR S375 15 minutes ser
vtce available Daily 8 a m ’3 pm
Sat till noon Tinker Bell Studio
1040 The Alameda, SJ

from SUNBIRD & LOADMASTER

MOUNTAIN LIFE

proaches to applying and interviewing for jobs.
Sign ups for the courses

A
69 AUSTIN AMERICA $800
tires Call 2627436

ANNOUNCE MENTS

By ROGER WOO
Discrepancies and confusion concerning current
and anticipated rent increases were clarified at Tuesday night’s meeting of Operation Rent Watch
It was pointed out if landlords were going to raise
rents because of increased
property t as accessments

in Building Q, Room 8.
The courses, continuing
on March 22 and April 5,
will concern simple ap-

Personals
Sevices
Transportation

SEND CHU K MONEY ORDER OR
CASH TO
SPAR 1 AN DAILY
CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE, CALIF 95114

I

Is 3

$

IDay

liesdline Two days prior to publication
Conseculivi publicanon dale, only
No refunds en cancelle. ark
PHONE 277 3175

